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AUTHORS - BOOKS OR JOURNAL ARTICLES

ANONYMOUS, NO AUTHOR, [MLA Handbook 5.4.9. & 5.5.9].


ONE AUTHOR - [MLA Handbook 5.5.2].


TWO AUTHORS - [MLA Handbook 5.5.4]


MORE THAN TWO AUTHORS- [MLA Handbook 5.5.4, p.155].

BOOK – ANTHOLOGY WITH AN EDITOR - [MLA Handbook 5.5.3]


MULTIVOLUME WORK (Also, Expositor’s Bible Comm.) [---. 5.5.14].


BOOK IN A SERIES (With the SERIES TITLE) - [MLA Handbook 5.5.15].


BOOK - WITHOUT STATED PUBLICATION INFORMATION OR PAGINATION [MLA HANDBOOK 5.5.24].

ARTICLE IN AN EDITED BOOK - [MLA Handbook 5.5.7 & 5.5.14 p. 160 & 169].


A WORK REPRINTED IN AN ANTHOLOGY, IN OPPOSING VIEWPOINTS OR IN THE REFERENCE SHELF SERIES. PRINT. [MLA Handbook 5.5.6, p. 159].


CONTEMPORARY AUTHORS - [MLA Handbook 5.5.6, p. 159]. (If the article shows an author at the end, begin with the author’s name)


ARTICLES IN REFERENCE BOOKS - Author/No author. [MLA Handbook 5.5.7].


SOUND, FILM, OR VIDEO RECORDING - [MLA Handbook 5.7.2-3, pp. 194-98].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citation Type</th>
<th>Citation Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CITING ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS</strong></td>
<td><strong>EXPOSITOR’S BIBLE COMMENTARY ON CD-ROM</strong> [MLA Handbook 5.7.17a]. Enter the Author, list the book of the Bible, the section title: &quot;Commentary&quot; “Introduction” “Date,” etc. If using verse-by-verse analysis, list the section and include the chapter and verse. The CD-ROM does not list the authors and articles do not have page numbers. Refer to the print copy on the shelf in the Reference Collection for this information when you use a direct quote: Call # BS 491.2 .E96, 12 vols. Wessel, Walter W. &quot;Mark, Introduction, Date.&quot; Expositor's Bible Commentary. Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2005. CD-Rom.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **CITING SOURCES IN THE TEXT** | [MLA Handbook pages 213-232 for complete listings]. Use Author's Name In Narrative: Rogers compared reaction times ... (177). Describe An Idea Or Event In Narrative With No Mention Of Author(s): In a recent study of reaction times ... (Rogers 177). Direct Quotation of Author’s Work: “The reaction time was...” (Rogers 177). Rogers stated “the reaction time was...” (177). Online Source With Numbered Paragraphs (Rogers, sec.1, pars. 4-5): [Updated 8-26-2009 Bloomquist, Harriger, & Schnarrre]